The field of structures on set of secants is offered and methods of its construction for various classes of one-valued nonlinearities of static systems are considered. The analysis of structural properties of system is fulfilled on specially generated set of data. Representation on which modification it is possible to judge to nonlinear structure of static systems is introduced. It is shown, that structures of nonlinear static systems have a special V-point. The adaptive algorithm of an estimation of structure of nonlinearity on a class polynomial function is offered.
Introduction
Statistical methods are applied to a solution of a problem of structural identification basically, based on correlative and an analysis of variance [1, 2] . Various approaches and methods are applied to identification of nonlinear systems. In [1] [2] [3] the statistical methods based on the correlation and dispersive analysis are used. In identification systems genetic algorithms [4] [5] [6] are widely applied. For synthesis of models neural networks [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and their combination with various methods of approximation [12, 13] also are used. Genetic and neural network algorithms allow to find structure of model of nonlinear systems on the set of approximating functions. In a number of works the aprioristic information [14] [15] [16] and the subsequent approximation on the set class of functions [17] [18] [19] is used. Thus the choice of a class of functions is not always proved. The carried out analysis shows, that despite set of the publications, any formalized procedures of an estimation of structure it was offered not as the considered subject domain is very difficult for describing in existing language of mathematical concepts, objects and decision-making. The problem of structural identification even more becomes complicated for static systems as for them it is complicated to open the existing correlations, expressing through the integrated indicator -a system exit. Here a priori data can render the big help. In the conditions of a priori uncertainty informational synthesis of system can give the additional information only.
Attempt to estimate area to which should belong required nonlinear structure is natural. For nonlinear dynamic systems the concept of a sector condition [20] , to which should belong investigated nonlinearity has been introduced. This condition is applied only at a stage of synthesis of dynamic systems. In identification systems to formalize such condition till now it was not possible. For the first time such attempt has been undertaken in [21, 22] for dynamic systems where on the basis of analysis of results of measurements the set which contains the information on nonlinearity has been generated, and also the method of structural identification is offered. Properties of nonlinear dynamic systems can be estimated on a phase or observable informational portrait (OIP). For static systems of such universal graphic representation does not exist. The problem even more becomes complicated that in the majority of the real systems described by static models, the informational set generated on the basis of results of measurements, has irregular character.
More low the approach to construction of a field of structures on a class of secants for nonlinear static systems which is development and generalization of the outcomes received in [21, 22] is offered. The concept of a sector condition is introduced and algorithms of a decision making about structure of nonlinear system are offered. The structure on which it is possible to make a solution on nonlinearity of system is offered.
Field of Structures on Class F m
The plant is considered
is an input and a output,
is a vector of parameters, belong limited, but a priori unknown area
is defined and for everyone F we will name a collection of mappings
It is necessary on the basis of analysis o  , I o to construct a field of structures S S for system (1) on set ( , ) U y  . As mapping o  at 2 k  does not give in to obvious interpretation, that, we will be limited to its restrictions (1) and to estimate as degree of linearity (nonlinearity) of system through available set of secants, and influence of elements of vector k U R  on shaping of a nonlinear part of system ( , ) f U n . Corresponding results are more low give. The problem of localization of function ( , ) f U n on the basis of available set of experimental data I o is not less important. In conditions uncertainty the solution of the given problem is connected with overcoming of some problems. In work it is shown, that one of the approaches, allowing to localize required area, it is based on sector construction on set of secants. The quantity indicator (coherence coefficient), allowing on the basis of properties of secants to decision making about belong of nonlinearity to sector is introduced.
Theorem 1 [21] . The system (1) with nonlinearity ( , ) m f U n F has a linear field of structures ( ) 
a a component i j u u F can be included in structure of model for system (1) . The substantiation of this statement will be more low given. The analysis of all candidates a priori entering into function ( , ) f U n in (1) similarly realize.
With each element ( , )
, we will associate local structures of static system. We will designate through q y r  coefficient of mutual correlation between q  and y . Definition 2. We will say, that variable l j u u is coherent with y or has relationship with y , if secant ( , , ) ( )
In this case sector ij S we will name area of a coherence of variable
For an estimation of closeness of relation l j u u with y we will introduce coherence coefficient . If the given condition is not fulfilled, it speaks about incoherence to considered component 
where j d , l d its are some numbers. So, the method of secants allows to carry out the analysis of structural properties of static system on the basis of construction of a field of structures. The basic virtue of the given approach is the possibility of representation of structure of system on set of linear functions (secants). Analysis S S allows to select those elements from class m F , for which
The field of structures can be constructed for a wide class of static systems. On the basis of ( )
S m
S F it is possible to make an inference about structure of static system in the conditions of uncertainty and by that essentially to narrow a class of research models.
The field of structures can be under construction on set I e [21] [22] [23] , i.e. the set, the received ambassador of elimination linear making of n y . It is easy to prove correspondence of fields of structures on sets I o and I e only for those ( , ) m f U n F for which for factor of coherence ij Q the Theorem 2 is fulfilled. The example of construction of a field of structures is reduced in [22, 23] .
Field of Structures on Class s F
Let's spread the approach offered above to a class of nonlinearities
Let show, how for class s F to receive coherence area, i.e. sector to which belong nonlinearity , ( , )
The further account is based on a straightening method [21, 22] . (1) is offered. It is based on the analysis of an informational portrait of system and in many respects depends on an kind of class m F . Very often (class s F ) portrait e  is under construction in the space received by transformation of initial variables of system of identification. It speaks, in particular, complexity of a problem of structural identification for which solution nontrivial approaches and methods should be attracted. In particular, on class s F for decision-making on structure of model of system (1) field of structures ( )
S s
S F is under construction on set of coefficients structural properties systems as it is a measure of linearity of system and allows to establish degree of a deviation from this indicator of performances of system.
Field of Structures on Class F f
Let consider plant (1) with nonlinearity
where c  is some numbers. Let on the basis of I o set I { , , } 
where Upper bound  of interval J  is defined from a condition of violation (6) . Definition 3. We will name set , , of the system (1), covering nonlinearity ( , ) f U n on class f F . The field of structures for system (1) on class f F looks like 
On the basis of  we will set magnitude e   in (6) and we will find Q  . S F on set I o owing to low coefficients of correlation for decision-making it is necessary to pass in space of coefficients structural properties. Here it is completely applicable the approach stated above.
The offered approach allows to estimate nonlinearity structure through variable n e . It is connected with that, the problem of estimation ( , ) f f U n F on set I e demands performance double approximation, that in a considered case is not realized. Further the method of identification of function ( , ) f f U n F on a basis on the adaptive approach is offered.
Adaptive Procedure of an Estimation of Function
From (10) it is received Let note the Equations (11), (12) are rather misalignment  So, the mode of construction of a field of structures for nonlinear static system (1) on the basis of the analysis of set I e is offered. The sector condition is introduced and the mode of its construction for various classes of nonlinearities is offered. The analysis of structural properties is fulfilled in space of secants of an observable informational portrait of system or its virtual analogues. 
Structures of Nonlinear Static Systems
The approaches stated above allow to make for a various class of nonlinearities a solution on structure of model of system. Field S S gives conception about system structure on a vector space of secants. Naturally there is a problem on search of mapping for nonlinear static system which would allow to make imprisonment before trail about its nonlinear properties. Complexities of introduction such mapping were considered above. Despite it, the informational structures, allowing to receive conception about nonlinearity of static system are more low offered.
Let consider informational set  will represent some function, tending growth. It is fair for any class r F . It is known [21] , that for linear static systems the coefficient structural properties is an estimation of parameter of model for , 
